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What Are Special 
Procedures?

• Simplified processes for importing goods from outside the EU for 
authorised operators as an alternative to the normal full entry 
procedure (SAD)

• Provides greater flexibility and increased efficiency for trusted 
businesses importing goods by minimising the usual customs 
controls at the frontier

• Majority of controls occur post-clearance (still subject to rigorous 
compliance checks, anti-smuggling prohibitions and restrictions)

• Extremely popular processes due to the benefits they provide

• Traders who want to use special procedures must request 
authorisation or use authorised agents to clear the goods on their 
behalf

• Different types of special procedures are for different customs 
processes
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Inward Processing

Enables businesses to obtain relief on customs duties and import VAT on goods which are imported from outside the UK, where they are processed and 
then exported out of the UK. 

IP also allows for customs duties to be suspended on goods imported to be processed and then entered to free circulation.

Why would you want a Customs Warehouse?

• The most common reasons for these to enter a customs warehouse are that:

• at the time of import the trader doesn't know the ultimate destination of the goods 
and wants to delay having to declare them to a specific customs procedure

• the goods don't have the necessary supporting documentation available at the time 
of import. For example, the importer may be waiting for import licences or tariff 
preference certificates

• the goods were originally imported to another duty suspensive procedure such as 
Inward Processing (IP) or Temporary Admission (TA) and are being warehoused 
prior to re-export from the UK

• the goods are going to be processed under IP at a later time

• the goods had been released to free circulation but are now subject to a claim 
under the rejected imports arrangements and are being warehoused prior to being 
re-exported or discharged to another customs procedure

• the trader wants to delay payment of import duty and/or import VAT on their stock 
of non-UK goods.

Categories and Types of Customs Warehouse

• Although the term 'warehouse' conjures up a vast storage shed – and many customs 
warehouses are just that – a customs warehouse doesn't have to be a building.

• For example, it could be:

• a safe

• a storage tank

• a silo

• a compound

• a designated office space

• a commercial accounting and inventory control system

• Whatever it looks l ike, a Customs warehouse can either be public or private:

• A public warehouse is one where the warehouse keeper’s main business is the storage of 
goods placed under customs warehousing by others (known as depositors).

• A private warehouse is one where the warehouse keeper themselves is the depositor.
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Inward & Outward 
Processing

• Things you need to know before you apply

• Do I meet the essential criteria?

• For us to be able to accept your application you must satisfy the following:

• be established in the UK
• hold an EORI number
• be financially solvent and have a good compliance record
• be able to keep robust records

• Do I have all the information ready for my application?
• What are you intending to do with the goods?
• What are the goods (commodity codes)?
• How many goods will  you process?
• What is the rate of yield?
• How long will  it take you to process the goods (throughput period)?
• How will  you value the goods (if destined for free circulation)?
• Details of any other parties who will  process or repair the goods (such as sub-contractors)
• If you want to transfer any rights or obligations
• Where the goods will  be entered to and discharged from the procedure
• How will  you keep robust records and where they are stored?
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Inward & Outward Processing

Inward Processing enables businesses to obtain relief on customs duties and import VAT on goods which are imported from outside 
the UK, where they are processed and then exported out of the UK. 

IP also allows for customs duties to be suspended on goods imported to be processed and then entered to free circulation.

Like Inward Processing, Outward Processing  allows relief on customs duties for imports of goods from third countries where they’ve 
been produced from previous exported UK goods. 

In OP you can also return faulty goods to a third country to be repaired or replaced with ‘equivalent’ goods. 

• Why would you want to use Inward Processing?

• It allows for relief or suspension of duties and VAT which can 
make the operation more economically viable

• Where goods remain in the UK, you can pay a reduced 
amount of duty and import VAT where the rate is lower than 
the originally imported goods

• Why would you want to use Outward Processing?

• It allows for relief or suspension of duties (but not VAT) which 
can make the operation more economically viable

• Only pay duty on the value added to the processed goods 
upon re-import

• It means you can take advantage of potentially cheaper 
labour costs by exporting to a third country

• It encourages the use of UK produced raw materials to 
manufacture the final product 
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Inward & Outward Processing 
Authorisations

• Full authorisation – For regular users of the 
procedure. 

• Authorisation by declaration – Authorisation is 
applied by use of the customs declaration at the 
border. This can only be used up to 3 times a 
year with a maximum goods value of £500,000 
per import.

• For Outward Processing this can only be used for 
goods exported for repair.

• Single authorisation – If processing occurs in 
both NI and the EU it is possible to apply for a 
single authorisation rather than one for each 
site. We sometimes call this ‘multistate’.

• Retrospective authorisation - If you ask for 
an authorisation to start prior to the date 
you send us the application, it is considered 
a ‘retrospective’ application. It’s possible to 
retrospectively apply your authorisation up 
to 12 months prior (but 3 months for 
sensitive goods).

• To approve this, we’re required to satisfy 
for some checks including:

• Being satisfied there are exceptional 
circumstances 

• Assurance that the goods can be identified 
as appropriate to the procedure

• Assurance that the goods are treated 
appropriately to the procedure

How long can I be authorised?

We can usually give you an authorisation for 5 years (3 years for sensitive goods). Towards the 
expiry date, you can apply to renew your authorisation. 

Authorisation Types
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What can you do within your 
Authorisation?

There are several options to choose from and you may not need them all. These 
include:

• Equivalence

• In IP, you can export products made from equivalent goods in 
free circulation before you import the goods you need for 
processing or repair.  This is called prior export equivalence.

• For OP, equivalent goods must be non-UK Goods, processed 
instead of the UK goods.

• Standard Exchange System (SES)

• This allows you to import a replacement for an item you’ve 
exported for repair.

• Transfer of Rights and Obligations (TORO)

• You can transfer some or all your rights and obligations to 
someone else, if you are the procedure holder. If transferring 
from a TOTO holder to another TORO holder, all rights and 
obligations must be transferred.

• Rights

• to process or use non-UK goods in the UK or to export UK goods for processing 
outside the UK

• to move goods to the office of exit from the UK under the authorisation which 
placed those goods in a special procedure

• to re-export goods from the UK or to export goods under Outward Processing and 
to benefit from the import duty calculations on their return

•

• Obligations

• process the goods within the time limit specified in the authorisation

• keep records

• keep goods available for customs supervision

• correctly declare the goods at import and/or export

• under outward processing, to complete, where necessary, the appropriate INF form 
at export

• lodge a guarantee where required

• pay any duty due
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Your Responsibilities

The authorisation letter sets these out in detail, but the key ones are:

➢ Ensuring goods are correctly declared to the procedure

➢ Making sure goods are discharged from the procedure in the correct time

➢ Submitting Bills of Discharge where applicable

➢ Notifying HMRC of any change in circumstances, ranging from entering 
administration through to using new commodity codes

➢ Maintaining robust records
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IPOP Procedures FAQ’s

Q: Do I need a guarantee?

A: Traders operating in the territory of Northern Ireland remain under the terms of the UCC and therefore the IP authorisation 
is subject to a guarantee.
Traders operating in the territory of GB don’t need to apply for a guarantee when they submit their application. We’ll do 
some background checks and let you know if a guarantee is needed. Usually you won’t need one if you’re sufficiently solvent 
and have a good compliance record.

Q: What happens when I send you my application?

A: We check the applicant meets the eligibility criteria and send them a letter of acceptance. This means we’ve agreed to 
review the application.
Next we run some background checks such as financial status and compliance history.
At the same time, we review the information you provided and begin to create an authorisation appropriate to your needs.
If everything looks good, we write an authorisation letter which sets out the conditions of the authorisation.
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IPOP Procedures FAQ’s

Q: What is the Processed product?
A: The customer should go to the tariff checker and creates a commodity code which identifies the product and the VAT/DUTY 
which would be due if IP/OP wasn't in place. Occasionally, traders do not provide a description of the goods which is 
important or forget to provide a processed product. This may be the same CC code if the goods are repaired or it may be 
different if for example a piece of fabric is being made into a bag.

Q: Can you provide a better understanding of Through Put Periods (TPP’s)? 
A: The throughput period is the time you’ll need to process the goods-from the date you import or receive them to the date 
that you’ll dispose of them. The period should not exceed a year, although there are some exemptions such as repairing a 
vintage car. 
Officers use a calculator to work out the dates for when a trader should discharge their goods using a bill of discharge 
declaration. This is then added to the Authorisation to help the Trader understand how these periods work and when BoD’s
are due to HMRC.
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IPOP Procedures FAQ’s

Q: How long does the approval process take?

A: Our Service Level Agreement for IPOP is 30 days and at present we are exceeding this goal for most cases, with the 
exceptions being where there is further follow up information required

Q: How can we check if we have an Approved Exporter number, what is the format of one?

A: To establish if you hold an Approved Exporter number please call the AE team on 03003229453 to check if they hold AE 
authorisation for your business.

Q: How many digits do the checks on the comm code with HMRC?

A: .Only 4 digits comm codes are needed unless the company request "equivalence" and then 8 digits is required as the goods 
need to be exactly the same
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To enable us to improve our service to you we would 
encourage you to complete the attached feedback report on 

this event. 

Please click here to access this form.

Customer Feedback 

https://forms.office.com/r/R9bWag2Nnj

